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Raymarine LightHouse Charts Now
Available with New Chart Store and
RayConnect Mobile App

The LightHouse Charts Suite Offers New Level of Clarity in Marine Navigation,
Premium Options, and an Enhanced/Better Customer Experience

ARLINGTON, Va. – March 2, 2020 – FLIR Systems (NASDAQ: FLIR) announced
today the availability of Raymarine LightHouse™ Charts cartography,



bringing new levels of clarity and control to marine navigation. Further,
LightHouse Charts customers will realize increased convenience and
enhanced product purchase and delivery options via the new Raymarine
Chart Store and RayConnect mobile app.

New Raymarine LightHouse Charts are crafted from trusted, official
hydrographic sources – the same data used by maritime professionals.
LightHouse Charts offer Raymarine users a new level of clarity,
customization, and detail, making it easy to identify, navigate to, and explore
on-shore destinations, fishing spots, and other points-of-interest (POI).

Engineered for both recreational and professional applications, LightHouse
Charts allow captains to switch between an official government-style chart
presentation or an information-rich leisure chart view. Captains can also
choose between four chart colour pallets optimised for bright sun, daylight,
dusk, and nighttime conditions. Raymarine users can also take advantage of a
LightHouse Premium subscription to access continuous chart updates, an
expanded POI library powered by Marinas.com and Reeds, as well as
enhanced satellite imagery from Mapbox.

A new, online Raymarine Chart Store is accessible through the link below.
LightHouse Charts can also be downloaded on the new RayConnect mobile
app available on the App StoreTM and AndroidTM devices. These make it easy
to purchase LightHouse Charts, download updates, and sync premium content
with Raymarine Axiom® Multifunction Displays (MFD)s and Raymarine
Element™ Sonar/GPS displays.

“Our new LightHouse Chart catalog gives boaters an exciting, powerful, and
sophisticated new choice for marine navigation,” says Gregoire Outters,
General Manager for the Raymarine brand at FLIR. “Available premium
features further elevate the navigational experience, adding unlimited chart
updates and graphically-rich POI information and detailed satellite imagery,
all delivered seamlessly and on-demand via web or mobile device.”

New LightHouse Charts are available now with the purchase of any new
Axiom+ MFD. The LightHouse Charts catalog is also available for purchase
separately at https://www.chartstore.raymarine.eu, starting at £145.00/ €
145.00 and includes full-country charts coverage, tides, and animated
currents. As an introductory offer, purchasers will also receive a
complimentary one-year LightHouse Premium subscription enabling them to

https://www.chartstore.raymarine.eu/


enjoy additional features free of charge.

For more information about Raymarine LightHouse Charts, visit
https://www.raymarine.eu/marine-charts/lighthouse-charts.html

Download LightHouse Charts press and images:
https://flir.box.com/v/RaymarineLightHouseChartsMedia
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About FLIR Systems, Inc.

Founded in 1978, FLIR Systems is a world-leading technology company
focused on intelligent sensing solutions for defense and industrial
applications. Our vision is to be “The World’s Sixth Sense,” creating
technologies to help professionals make faster, better decisions that save
lives and livelihoods. For more information, please visitwww.flir.com and
follow @flir.
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Raymarine, a FLIR Systems brand, makes high-performance marine
electronics for the recreational boating and light commercial marine markets.
With a legacy of marine navigation technology spanning over 80 years,
Raymarine products are renowned today for their ease-of-use, rugged design,
and reliability. We are continually innovating to deliver best-in-class sensors
and intelligent navigation systems - making boaters’ time on the water safer
and more fun. Our range of marine electronics are available through a global
network of dealers and distributors. For more information, visit
www.raymarine.com.

http://www.raymarine.com/

